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Chapter 1

Introductory
The work of theosophists and others have familiarized us with
the word "astral" in such expressions as "astral body," "seeing in

the astral light," "getting on to the astral plane"; and in the
following pages an attempt is made to furnish inquirers with an
outline of the subject in accordance with the theosophical
teachings. The entire subject is vast and comprehensive; but, as
with other subjects, it is possible to begin with what may be called
an elementary textbook, which shall outline the main features
without perplexing the neophyte with too many details; leaving
these latter to be mastered in the course of further studies of the
theosophical teachings.
Though much has been written about the astral light in other
works, we have in mind in this manual a particular object, and
that is to relate the subject to recent changes in world-thought
which have taken place, especially as regards the scientific
outlook. In a world in which the old-fashioned scientific universe
is regarded as a plenum, and in which nature and her laws are
held to be fully explained by scientific formulas, such a
conception as the astral light may appear to belong to that
mysterious category known as the "supernatural." Here, however,
the supernatural will be entirely rejected, and we propose to
show that the astral light is a part of nature, and an essential part
of nature. It is realized today by scientists themselves that their
former conceptions are by no means adequate to an explanation
of the natural phenomena which have now come under their ken;
and they are actually feeling their way towards ideas
conformable to the theosophical teachings.
The restricted spheres of both religion and science have left
unexplored a very large realm of nature and of human
experience, thus leaving us without guidance in a realm which it
is of the utmost importance for us to understand. This lack is
partially and very inadequately filled by various schools of
psychology, psychoanalysis, and the like, which are groping
largely in the dark. Again there is the whole vast subject of the

"night side of nature"— apparitions, wraiths, presentiments,
haunted houses, and the like, the reality of which is so well
attested that few remain today who feel able to get away with a
simple denial of the facts. Such things are natural, a part of
nature, and demand to be explained and understood.
Chapter 2

Meaning of the Term "Astral Light"
This term, though perhaps not the best that could be chosen, has
come down to us from certain medieval mystics and passed into
current use. Astral means "starry," and was used both by ancient
and medieval philosophers to designate spheres above the
terrestrial or earthy. In the same way, such spheres were often
spoken of as spheres of light or fire or aether. As to the word
"light," we might substitute the word "matter" and speak of astral
matter instead of astral light. But in this case it would be a kind of
matter that was self-luminous. We might also speak of the astral
plane; and this may help us to realize that we need to feel more
certain as to just what such words as light, matter, and plane,
really mean. How does science regard light? If it is a vibration,
then we must suppose some vibrating medium, and this medium
must be of a material nature. And if light is not a vibration, then
we must suppose that it is itself a form of matter.
Theosophy recognizes several different planes of nature. The
plane familiar to us is called the physical plane; it is related to our
physical senses. These senses are limited in their scope; they give
us a partial view of nature. While they are commonly regarded as
our means of communication with nature, it is also possible to
regard them as windows which only allow us to see a small part
of nature and shut us out from the rest. From the reports received
from these senses we have constructed an imaginary picture of

the universe: put in technical language, we have a set of concepts
derived from our percepts. If we have other senses, more subtle
ones, and these should come into play while our former senses
became inactive, we should get quite another picture of the
universe. Things which we have taken for granted because we are
so familiar with them, and which we have assumed to be
universal and invariable, would be seen to be peculiar to the
physical plane, to our physical consciousness, and not necessarily
appropriate to other planes. Notions of space and time,
magnitude and position, and density and force might be entirely
different. We should have left the physical plane; we should be on
the astral plane, in the astral light.
It is often convenient to consider the universe under threefold
aspects, just as we may consider man as spirit-soul-body. In this
view the astral light would be the intermediate sphere between
the spiritual and the physical, and thus it would be the soul of the
world — as indeed it has often been called. Thus the astral light,
in this view, would form a connecting link between the higher
and lower worlds; it would stand to the higher world in the
relation of a body, and to the lower world in the relation of a
spirit. But it must be pointed out that such a threefold division of
the universe is not a complete analysis, and is only adopted for
the convenience of a concise view; for theosophy divides the
universe into many planes. In this latter view the astral light is
the plane immediately above the physical plane, and is the lowest
of a number of cosmic planes, reaching from the physical plane to
the highest spiritual plane, in a gradation of steps of greater and
greater refinement. To these other planes various names are
given, such as akasa and aether; but it is not necessary at present
to go into details as to these distinctions.
Thus the astral light or astral plane is another world, or another
story of the world, related to a different set of human senses, and

characterized by different relations of space, time, and other
qualities. If it be asked whether the astral light is a form of matter
or a form of energy, it may be answered that the former
distinction made between these two by science is now becoming
obliterated, and it is coming to be recognized that there is no
essential distinction between matter and energy. Both of them are
now regarded as particular and contrasted phases or aspects of
some one thing which is more fundamental than either. What to
call this one thing, and how to define it, is a question that now
engages the attention of physicists. It is a very old idea that there
must exist a permanent substratum to nature, a basic substance, a
protyle, an "absolute," a prima material of which all the various
elements known to science are merely modifications; and not
only so, but all the various forms of energy are also modifications.
The quest for such a basic substance is one form of the quest for
the philosopher's stone, the great magic agent.
Chapter 3

Scientific Views
Physical science has found itself involved in difficulties and
contradictions by the attempt to explain all physical phenomena
in terms of physics alone; and has presented us with a picture of a
universe composed of indestructible units of matter, acted on by
forces. But, if these forces are material themselves, we have
matter impelling matter; and if they are not material, they must
be something else — say spiritual — and materialistic science did
not recognize any such thing. Further, this scheme does not
provide any means of explaining how the immaterial forces can
act on the material forces, or (which is the same thing) how
energy can act across spaces assumed to be empty. These and
similar difficulties disappear at once, as soon as we regard the
physical world as merely a manifestation of energies acting

behind the scenes, so that we can see the effects but not the
causes, the shifting scenes but not the scene-shifters. We may now
say, with all the authority of modern science behind us, that the
former supposed permanent and indivisible atom of matter has
now become resolved into a mere center of vibrations and
energies; and this makes it necessary to assume a subtler and
ultra-physical form of matter in which these vibrations and
energies can inhere. Thus we have full authority for presuming
the reality of at least one grade of matter which is not physical
matter, and whose properties must therefore be different from
those of physical matter. Also we can say that this matter
partakes in an equal degree of the qualities usually assigned to
energy and force. It becomes desirable therefore to use some such
expression as force-substance or energy-matter to designate such
an entity which is neither the one nor the other but both.
In view of the above, we can scarcely be accused of fantasy when
we speak of the astral light as a world of energy-substance of a
subtler order than the physical world, and underlying the latter
as its prime mover.
The physical world, as compared with the astral world, is a world
of results; while the astral world is to the physical world as a
world of causes. The astral world is a world of forms and types,
which find their expression in the physical world. This idea is
necessary in order to account for many quite familiar
happenings, which have no real explanation on orthodox lines of
the older physics. Take for example the production of a tree from
a seed. It may be granted that the materials for the tree are
gathered from the soil and the atmosphere, but that is not enough
explanation; we require to know why each seed should produce a
tree conformable to its own nature and build these materials into
one particular pattern and no other. It is because the entire
pattern of the future tree is contained within the seed, and the

growth of that seed is simply a process of unfoldment, during
which the particles from soil and air are gathered together and
built into the required form. And let us bear in mind that no
question of size, no question of how such a large pattern can be
packed into such a small seed, is relevant; for it has already been
shown that our physical notions of space and dimension do not
necessarily, or even probably, apply to the astral world. If thought
desirable, we might here invoke that old friend the "fourth
dimension" as a possible means of escape from the difficulty.
We can easily extend our illustration of the seed and tree to other
familiar cases. For instance, what explanation can physics give
for the way in which the human body preserves its integrity of
shape, although its physical particles are continually changing,
some being cast off, others taken on? Why does a mole persist in
the same place throughout life? If we try to evade the point by
saying that the new particles take the same place as the old
particles, then it is legitimate to inquire, What is a place? And it
will be a puzzle to define a place apart from any objects which
may occupy it. The rational explanation is that there is an astral
body within the physical body, and that this inner body remains
unchanged throughout all the changes of physical substance.
This is a topic which belongs more particularly to discussions on
the human constitution and astral body, to which the reader may
be referred; but it is impossible to avoid some overlapping, so
intimately are the various theosophical teachings interblended. In
the same way we might adduce the phenomena of memory, a
faculty which enables us to preserve the images of events, despite
the continual changes in the physical substance of the brain. But
we must deal specifically with the astral light in nature, rather
than as manifested in man particularly.

Chapter 4

A Cosmic Picture Gallery
The astral light has been well called the world's memory and the
cosmic picture gallery. It is nature's storehouse of forms.
Everything in the physical world preexists in the astral world as
an image or type or form. Besides this, it is a great memory,
nature's memory; for it retains impressions of objects and events
on the physical plane. Thus it is a great record. Human thoughts
perish not when the thinker dies; they have passed out into the
astral light, where their records remain, and whence they can be
recovered by the vision of the trained seer. This suggests that
nothing can ever be irrecoverably lost. This carries us beyond the
familiar notion of the passage of time, and offers us a picture in
which past, present, and future coexist as one whole. The astral
light contains the germs of all that is to be on the physical plane,
and the records of all that has been.
Here again the recent advances in scientific philosophy will help
us to an understanding. In seeking to interpret the more recent
findings of experimental research, it has been found no longer
sufficient to regard merely the position which objects occupy in
space; it becomes necessary to define their position in time. And
thus a fourth coordinate is added to the familiar spatial three, and
we not only ask where a thing is, but when. And in place of objects
we speak of events. With this help it becomes easier to
understand how the astral light may be a storehouse of events.
Many familiar phenomena have been pushed aside or declared
impossible for no better reason than that they could not be
explained by the orthodox science of the time. But when we have
a simple explanation ready to hand there is no reason to reject
them or to try not to see them. Thought transference is a matter of
common occurrence, especially between people closely related or
associated with each other. We often fail to remember something

and leave off trying; and later on the memory comes back
unexpectedly. We fail to solve a problem, and the solution pops
into our head suddenly at some later time. We live in an
atmosphere of thought, just as we live in an atmosphere of air;
and ideas come into the head from we know not where, and pass
out again we know not whither. Thoughts are things; they may
not come under the definition of physical matter as "that which
can be handled and weighed"; but we have seen that there may
be other sorts of matter, having altogether different properties.
It is not only thoughts, but also emotions, which are stored up in
the astral light and passed from one human being to another; and
this explains the unconscious and unseen influence which we
exercise upon one another. It is really impossible to sin in secret;
an evil thought or feeling will poison the astral light as a dirty
body would foul the water in which we bathed, or an
unwholesome breath might pollute the atmosphere. On the other
side of the picture, our good thoughts and aspirations must have
their influence; and this influence is more potent because it rises
to a higher plane. The importance of individual responsibility
becomes greatly increased in view of this. And this leads us to
speak of the connection of the astral light with the law of karma.
Chapter 5

The Astral Light and Karma
While we may believe that our present experiences are the fruit
of our past acts or thoughts, and that our present acts and
thoughts will beget future consequences for ourselves, we often
fail to see the links connecting cause with effect. This is not
surprising in view of the limitation of our knowledge of nature:
we see only a small part of nature, and there must be much that
we do not see. But the teaching about the astral light will enable

us to supply some of the missing links. Every act, every thought
and desire, imprints itself on the astral light, so that we may be
said to "people our current in space" with our own creations, the
offspring of our thoughts and deeds. And the consequences of
such acts will return to their doer in accordance with two laws,
for which we readily find analogies in physical science. One is the
law of action and reaction; the other is the law that like attracts
like. Any energy thrown forth in one direction tends, when the
force is spent, to flow back in the opposite direction, as in the
swing of a pendulum or a stone that is thrown up; and as each
impression is stamped with the quality of its creator, the law of
affinity tends to bring it back to him. Karma is the adjuster of
disturbed equilibrium; it may even be said that what we call an
act is only half an act; the whole act includes the reaction as well.
But the deed and its reaction may be separated by long intervals,
so that we fail to trace the connection. The two may even be
separated by the gap of physical death, so that the causes set in
motion in one incarnation will not yield their results until a later
incarnation. But the astral light provides for this, for it is the great
storehouse of nature and can preserve impressions indefinitely.
Misunderstanding as to karma may be caused by confusing
physical acts with moral acts; and much of this misunderstanding
will be cleared up if we bear in mind that the astral light is only
one of seven cosmic planes, and that karma acts on all planes.
Also, we must remember that karma is not a blind mechanism,
such as is imagined by materialistic thought. There can be no
such thing as a blind mechanism anywhere; life and
consciousness lie behind all phenomena, even the phenomena of
physical matter, as is better realized now than it was last century.
It may be convenient sometimes to use mechanical terms in
speaking of karma and the astral light, but we must not forget
that the astral light, like the rest of nature, is alive. Spirit and

matter are opposite poles of the same fundamental substance;
and the higher we advance from physical matter up through the
various cosmic planes towards spirit, the more accentuated
become the spiritual qualities. So the astral light may be thought
of as an intermediate grade between spirit and matter, or
between mind and matter (it is hard to find exact terms in our
language); and when we remember that there are seven planes of
the astral light, we can more readily understand how mind and
matter may be connected by a series of graduating links.
When we speak of a chain of causation connecting acts with their
results, we must bear in mind that the links in this chain are not
the inert bodies dealt with in physical mechanics, but are more or
less conscious living beings, endowed with volition and purpose
to a greater or less extent. It is taught that when a thought-form
leaves our mind it may coalesce with an elemental, and by this
coalescence there is engendered a living being, which thereupon
begins a life of its own. Its conscious life consists entirely in the
tendency to repeat the act which it represents, so that it is
instinctual and is not endowed with more intelligence than is
necessary to enable it to execute that function. Here then we have
an intelligible explanation of the phenomenon called habit, as
also of a large class of actions known as impulsive. Each one of us
has surrounded himself with a host of such elemental beings,
which are continually trying to express themselves through our
minds or our bodily mechanism. Such words as tendency,
proclivity, and the like, as used in common parlance or by
science, are mere counters; they are abstract nouns or uncashed
checks or algebraic letters for unknown values; so that our
explanation is not superfluous but necessary.
As soon as we begin to study our own daily experiences, with the
above ideas in mind, we shall find plenty of corroboration for the
teachings. Previously we had overlooked this evidence because

we were not seeking it. It helps people greatly in the work of
understanding and ruling themselves, if they can realize that they
are to a great extent permitting themselves to be controlled by
actual obsessing beings — namely, these thought-elementals and
elementals of desire, continually prompting to unconsidered
speech or acts, and inspiring moods of anger, sarcasm, levity, etc.,
which we afterwards regret; and a poor excuse it is to say that "I
don't know what made me do it, but something came over me."
Chapter 6

Dangers of the Lower Astral Light
That stratum of the astral light which lies nearest to the physical
earth is its lowest and coarsest layer; and it is this layer which
teems with what might be called the effluvia of human thoughts
and emotions and passions and gross actions. This region is
peopled with a great variety of beings, endowed with little or no
intelligence, instinctual in their action, for the most part harmful
to mankind; and there is constant interaction between the two
planes. For the most of us, our physical bodies act as a merciful
shield, shutting us out from these beings and protecting us against
their noxious influence. The theosophical teachings tell us that,
after the death of the body, a ghost survives for a time in the
astral realms, awaiting what is called the "second death," which
liberates the soul from its astral remnants. The extensive lore of
ghost stories, apparitions, warnings, banned spirits, hauntings,
etc., provides abundant evidence of the actuality of this belief,
which has been familiar to humankind in all ages and countries.
In cases where the person has died with a strong desire in his
mind, his double has appeared to survivors, seeking their prayers
or the burial of its bones, and so forth. The astral remains of very
sensual and evil persons survive in the astral light, and seek to
perpetuate their existence by preying upon the living; and this

accounts for many cases of what can only be described as
obsession. We often read in the papers of comparatively harmless
but nervously unstable individuals being seized with sudden
unaccountable homicidal mania, and perpetrating some act of
violence which they afterwards regret and are unable to account
for.
In short, not to dwell on a topic treated elsewhere in our
literature, we may describe this lower astral light as a most
undesirable region tenanted by a variety of undesirable beings.
Those, therefore, who presumptuously seek to force an entry into
this realm are guilty of a most unwise action: they may open a
door which they cannot shut again; they may establish links
which they cannot again sever; they may expose themselves to
temptations which they cannot resist; they may upset the delicate
balance of their nervous system and their mental and emotional
nature. To engage in any practices with a view to opening up
communication with the astral plane or its denizens, is conduct
which can only be described as the foolhardiness of ignorance
carried to a high degree. Only an exceptionally strong, pure, and
trained character can withstand the dangers of this realm; and it
is not without justification that students of occultism are warned
against any such procedure.
Chapter 7

The Astral Light and Evolution
Science has found difficulty in making facts fit theories, because it
regards the physical world only. The physical organisms of plants
and animals present a series of graduated forms, and their
resemblances give rise to the idea that they are derived, the one
from the other, by a process called biological evolution. But
observation has proved that these species are a set of

disconnected links, each remaining true to its own kind, and with
no visible connecting links or gradations between them. It is even
found that variations produced by an alteration of the
environment, such as happens when we cultivate domestic
breeds, are not permanent, but that there is a tendency for the
species to revert to its original type as soon as the special
environment is removed. This difficulty arises from not taking
into account the astral plane. The changes by which one type
passes into another take place in the astral form, which is plastic.
Actually the organism is a living conscious soul, which grows,
develops, and changes by its own evolutionary purpose. These
changes are then transmitted to the astral form, and thence to the
physical organism. But it is only when the change has been
completed astrally that its physical counterpart appears. Thus the
physical organisms do not present an unbroken continuous line,
but a succession of steps. When we view a spiral staircase from
one side, we see a number of separate stages, one above another,
but do not see the continuous stairway by which these are
connected.
Chapter 8

The Astral Light and Ether
According to the atomo-mechanical theory of the universe, we
have atoms separated from each other by empty spaces, and yet
acting on each other; and the difficulty has been to provide an
explanation for this seeming action at a distance. It would seem
that it is necessary to suppose a medium between the atoms for
the conveyance of energy from one to another. If this medium is
itself material, we have not solved the original problem, but
merely moved it one step farther. But if the medium is not
material, what is it? Again, in order to supplement the undulatory

theory of light, it was necessary to suppose a medium, purely
hypothetical and not subject to direct observation, to which was
given the name of ether. Many obstacles were encountered
because theorists would insist on trying to endow this ether with
the properties of physical matter, especially as to density and
rigidity. But all that was really necessary in this medium was that
it should be able to transmit vibrations, and there was no
justification for attributing to it those other properties which are
associated with vibration in physical matter. It is clear that what
is needed is a form of ultra-physical matter; and its properties can
only be ascertained by experiment, and not by inference and
calculation from known physical data. There must be a
substratum for the manifestation of luminous, electromagnetic,
and cosmic ray phenomena; and this would seem to answer to
one of the subdivisions of the astral light. The astral light, instead
of being an annex or upper story to nature, is a necessary
component, and without it the physical universe would fall apart
or be reduced to absolute stagnation.
Such things as weather, storms, and earthquakes also stand in
need of the astral light to complete the explanation. Science may
assign meteorological phenomena to a number of secondary
causes, such as convection currents in the atmosphere, deflected
by the earth's rotation; and they may trace them farther back to
magnetic conditions, and even to fluctuations in the magnetic
field caused by what goes on upon the sun. A knowledge of the
astral light enables us to carry the chain of causation a step
farther. Moreover it supplies a link between the mental and
moral atmosphere of mankind and the terrestrial phenomena
which are so often suspected of being related to them.
Earthquakes are attended by various mechanical phenomena,
such as subsidences and the slipping of faults; but it is at least an
open question whether these should be regarded as causes or as

effects. Besides it is well known that most animals and some
human beings can feel the approach of an earthquake before it
happens. If the earth is a vast globe, subject to continual
contraction through loss of heat, the great wonder is that it
remains as still as it does; and we wonder if it is not perhaps held
still. The theosophical teaching is that the astral light is subject to
tensions, caused by the thoughts and emotions of mankind; and
that such tensions find sudden relief, thus agitating the crust of
the earth. As to meteorological phenomena in general, it is
obvious that, however many physical causes we may assign to
them, they are still left in the category of "chance." But when we
introduce the astral light as a factor, we see a way of connecting
these happenings with the mental and moral condition of the
inhabitants of the earth; the unsatisfactory idea of chance is
avoided, and rationality is introduced into the explanation.
Earthquakes occur most frequently in particular regions, but it is
natural that when anything is shaken it should give way in its
weakest spots, where the rocks are displaced or broken or where
there is a dynamical tension due to inequality of pressure. There
should nowadays be enough machinery at the disposal of science,
in the way of sunspots and electromagnetic influence, to carry the
explanation of earthquakes a step farther than mere mechanism;
but still there would be a lack of links to connect them with
mental and moral phenomena.
Chapter 9

The Astral Light and History
We have spoken of the need for the astral light in order to give a
scientific explanation of nature, of the impossibility of explaining
evolution without it, and of its role in showing the connection
between human acts and the results which we reap from them.
We have now to show how necessary the idea is for a rational

understanding of history. In history, as elsewhere, the current
views may be roughly divided into the theistic and the
rationalistic. According to the former it is Providence which
directs events; the latter seeks to represent history as a causal
chain in which past events determine future events, or as a kind
of evolution. It is very evident that, if history were such a chain of
cause and effect, with no influence entering it from without, it
would resemble a stream slowly winding down hill, and could not
possibly rise to any higher source. The Providence idea is much
the better of the two; without Providence we must fain introduce
vague unknown influences grouped under the word "chance," a
word which is merely a confession of ignorance.
History is the complex drama of human souls, each one growing
and evolving, and all interacting with one another, the whole
movement being fed by a continual fount of inspiration from
within each individual. And the most potent effects are seen to be
produced by a comparatively few individuals of extraordinary
power, who give birth to new ideas, initiate movements,
inaugurate new eras of thought, becoming the center of groups
and passing on their work to their followers. But what we are
considering in this place is the function of the astral light in the
historical process. Thoughts mold events, but the astral light is the
medium between thoughts and events. Hence the action of
thoughts on events is not immediate and direct. The astral light
acts as a great storer and accumulator, receiving impress from
thoughts, and gradually transmitting that impress to events. As
each individual bears about with him his character in the form of
habits impressed upon his own astral substance by his past
thoughts and acts, so on the large scale there are national
characters and racial characters, due to deep impressions in the
astral light and these may be called habits on the large scale. The
tremendous force and fixity of such habits — or fashions,

prejudices, or racial characters — is well known. In what do they
inhere? What answer can science give? The intimate biological
study of heredity has given us a notion of germ-cells handed on
from generation to generation, whose function it is to preserve
the type amid temporary variations.
Here then we have a ghost of an explanation, but the germ-cell is
a very small apex upon which to balance so great a weight; at best
it is a detail in the process. These tendencies inhere in nature's
great storehouse, the astral light. It surrounds the earth like a
mighty atmosphere in which we all live. Each race and nation has
its own astral light, and the whole of humanity has its astral light.
This stores up impressions tenaciously and enduringly, and it
takes a great deal to change them. How else explain the well-nigh
indelible characteristics of nations, lasting through the centuries
and handed on with every succeeding generation? We are all
born into such a ready-made atmosphere, and it takes a strong
individual character to contend against it and modify its
influence.
Many unaccountable happenings in history find ready
explanation in this way. Take for instance the famous gunpowder
plot in the reign of James I of England. Historians are at a loss to
explain why a group of gentlemen of excellent character should
incontinently decide to blow up the king, the royal family, and the
whole of the House of Lords, House of Commons, and various
government executives in one vast massacre, which would have
left the nation at the mercy of mob law and might well have
brought the separate national existence of England to an end; and
should have actually placed the powder and stationed the
desperado with his matches, only to be thwarted at the last
moment by what seemed a mere accident. What influence could
make people depart so far from their natural character as to
commit an atrocity of such unparalleled magnitude? The answer

is found in the state of the human mind in those times. Europe
was mad over religious controversies; France was split into rival
creeds, bent on mutual extermination — the massacre of St.
Bartholomew was recent. The infection had spread to England. It
was what we should call a "psychic wave."
From time to time the astral light grows surcharged with
influences from human thoughts; and as nature tends ever to
restore equilibrium, relief is found in violent outbursts or psychic
cataclysms, which are strictly analogous to epidemics of disease.
The immediate consequences are disturbing, but the result is
purification.
Chapter 10

Denizens of the Astral Light
It is not to be supposed that there is any world, any plane of great
nature, not inhabited and peopled with living beings, even as is
our own familiar physical plane. The whole universe teems with
living beings, appropriate to their particular spheres. If human
beings such as we could not live on the planets, this is no reason
for inferring that there are no humans at all there; and the same
with the other planes of nature. As physical beings live on the
physical plane, so astral beings live on the astral plane, adapted to
their habitat as we are to ours. It must, however, be confessed
that this is a ticklish subject to deal with, and one of which it may
be said with some truth that ignorance is bliss. For, as has been
said, we are mercifully protected by our physical bodies from too
close contact with the pernicious influences of the lower astral
light, and to remove that protection prematurely is to court
disaster.
Yet on the other hand, knowledge may protect; so we must try to
hold a just balance between these opposite maxims. To direct

people's attention to pernicious astral denizens may be
equivalent to encouraging them in the very thing they ought to
avoid; for the morbid imagination of weak people may conjure up
hobgoblins that have no existence outside that imagination, and
cases of obsession are much better cured by a diversion of
attention to healthy pursuits than by a morbid introspection or
psychoanalysis of the slums of consciousness. Nevertheless it is of
benefit to know that many of the impulses which we dignify by
attributing them to ourselves may be actually the result of evil
promptings from entities which are not ourselves at all but
merely intrusive elements. It will place us on our guard and
enable us to defeat them by taking our stand firmly on our own
selfhood.
Following the disintegration of the physical body, there is a
temporary survival of the astral and lower psychic parts of the
human constitution; and that in some cases this may persist for a
long while, perpetuating its life by vampirizing the living, such
contact being caused by weakness and intemperance in the living,
or perhaps inadvertently courted through spiritualistic practices
or dabbling in "psychism." Such a psychic remnant or "spook" is
of course destitute of the moral element, because all the higher
part of the deceased's nature has separated and passed
elsewhere; so that it is merely actuated by the desire to satisfy its
gross instincts. So here is one kind of denizen of the lower astral
light. The existence of earth-bound spirits, ghosts, larvae, etc., has
always been recognized, and the mind will recall instances of
various modes of worshiping them or propitiating them, or
warding them off. Intercourse with such creatures is harmful
both to them and to us, for they should be allowed to die out
naturally and not be kept in an unnatural existence.
Next we may consider that class of beings known by such names
as elementals, fairies, nature spirits, nymphs, etc. It is found that

classical antiquity believed in nymphs, dryads, and other beings
inhabiting rivers, mountains, forests, trees, etc.; and that many
peoples of today whom we call uncivilized believe in such beings;
also that there is no nation but has its stories of fairies and nature
spirits. This kind of belief is called animism by our "wise men,"
and defined as the practice of attributing life to nonliving things.
But these wiseacres have put the cart before the horse. It is they
who have attributed inanimation to living things. The ancient and
popular view is right. Everything in the universe is a living being
of one kind or another. To the ancients a tree was a living soul,
which they called a dryad or some similar name; the visible tree
was merely the outer garment of this living being. The dryad did
not inhabit the tree, but was the tree.
So with other nature spirits; the astral light is the home of these
beings, all of whom are on the path of evolution, each in its
appropriate stage. It would be absurd to limit the number of
kinds of animate beings to those alone who happen to be on the
plane of physical matter. But this is a large subject and we must
leave its special treatment for another occasion.
As for elementals, no physical action can take place without them;
they constitute a necessary factor among those components
which contribute to the performance of an action, and are
represented in science by gaps which have to be provisionally
filled by words of vague meaning, like "force" or "affinity." What
after all do we mean by the properties of matter? A more suitable
expression would be the dispositions, instincts, or proclivities of
matter. For mind lies behind all, and physical phenomena are
merely the expression of mental states. Hence there must be in
the astral world the elementals of all actions in the physical
world. When we hum a tune we create an elemental, which is
quite apt to worry us by insisting on being sung at inappropriate
moments; as though we were haunted by a fly settling on us.

This little illustration will suggest fruitful thought as to the nature
of habits. Our actions generate elementals, endowed with our
own vitality and tending to come again to repeat themselves and
to be revitalized. Thus we get an idea of an elemental as a being
which can only do one thing, and whose whole life consists in
doing that thing over and over again. If this is not a good
explanation of habits, we should always be ready to hear of a
better.
Chapter 11

Social Influence of the Astral Light
Since the astral light teems with influences put there by human
thoughts and emotions, and since there is constant reaction of the
astral light upon human beings, then it follows that the astral
light must play a very important part in determining human
conduct considered as a society. The appearance of epidemics of
disease simultaneously in widely separated regions is but
imperfectly accounted for by the theory of minute germs
transported by people or blown on high air currents. And even so,
we have still to explain the origin of such epidemics, whose
incidence is so little connected with physical events and so
unpredictable that we can only fall back upon such weak words
as "chance" and "casual." But, as has been said, physical events
are the copy of astral events; physical epidemics follow upon
astral epidemics, and these latter again are engendered by
distempers in human thought. A familiar analogy is provided by
physical science. We cannot transmit a sound wave through the
air from Europe to America, but we can transform that sound
wave into radio waves, then transmit them, and then reconvert
them into sound waves. Similarly, epidemics may be transmitted,
and their transmission explained by regarding them as being

conveyed on astral currents and reproduced as physical diseases
elsewhere.
But apart from physical epidemics there are astral epidemics, or
perhaps we should say psychic epidemics; and in the case of these
also the usual physical explanations do not suffice to explain all
the facts. The propagation of such epidemics is of course greatly
increased by word of mouth and the influence of the press, but
these material means will not explain all the phenomena; for we
find waves of opinion, emotion, enthusiasm, sudden crazes,
appearing without assignable cause in widely separated places at
the same time.
History furnishes us with strange instances of epidemic hysterias,
and in the present day we may find great religious revivals
sweeping over countries, or a war fever spreading over the
world. What is called crowd or mass psychology is well known
and shows the existence of something which is much more than
the mere sum-total of the minds of the component individuals, for
these individuals are swept away against their own judgment.
It has been said that "thoughts are things," and it is true. Ideas
float into our mind, and we cannot tell where they come from; we
work them over in our mind, and they pass from us, we know not
whither. Of course there is a constant interchange of thoughts
between people, and thought-forms are passing on currents in the
astral light, like objects floating in water; we suck them in, and
pass them out again in modified form. And not merely thoughts,
but emotions — or, better still, thought-emotions; currents of
energy which cause emotions in us and prompt to action. Which
of us can claim to be master of his thoughts and emotions,
immune against influences coming from an unseen source, able
to stand independent of this general atmosphere in which we are
immersed? Truly, our individual separation grows thin when we

think of this thought-atmosphere which we all share, from which
we receive, and to which we give. And think of the responsibility
which is on each one of us! No person can sin alone; the privacy
of his thoughts cannot shield him from guilt. A thought is an act,
and every act produces consequences. Before blaming others for
acts which we would not commit, do we not need to be sure of
our own unexpressed desires and imagination? May we not
ourselves have contributed to their delinquency?
But for consolation we may look at the other side of the picture
and realize that no good thought, no high aspiration, no feeling of
true generous love and compassion, can be entertained by us
without passing out from us as a potent force to work healing in
other lives; and such a thought is all the more potent because it
acts on a higher plane.
There are many problems studied by scientists and by those
interested in bettering social conditions, which would be greatly
clarified by an acquaintance with the astral light and with its
counterpart the astral body of man. For instance, the question of
heredity, which is by no means fully elucidated by the findings of
scientific research. But this is not the place to multiply instances
of this kind; and they may be left to the reader to supply for
himself.
Chapter 12

Psychic Phenomena, Apparitions, Etc.
Subject to what has been said above about the great risks
attending heedless dabbling in psychism, a word may be said as
to the relation of the astral light to the above matters. There are
innumerable accounts of apparitions of recently deceased
persons, the foreseeing of coming calamities, ghostly warnings,
the poltergeist or racketing spirit, and suchlike; and in these cases

certain peculiar and comparatively infrequent conditions bring
about a temporary connection between the astral and physical
worlds. Relations of time, space, physical obstacles, etc., are seen
to be different on the astral plane; communication between the
living and the dead is difficult, and is often only achieved by the
mediation of particular people endowed with a mediumistic
constitution. A study of such records will provide much
information and serve to confirm what we have said about the
astral plane.
Glass, crystal, water, some metals, have a power of condensing (if
that is the right word) the astral fluid, thus assisting the efforts of
a seer; whence is explained the use of crystal globes, magic
mirrors, and the like. The phenomena of psychometry, by which
some people are able, by handling some object such as a letter or
article of attire, to arrive at much information about the writer or
wearer, is an instance of the power which the astral light has of
preserving images of events. It is an intriguing thought that
nothing can perish, for psychometry proves to us by
unimpeachable evidence that even scenes belonging to a remote
past can thus be recovered. Explanations along the lines of our
physical experience are out of order and are necessarily futile.
Observation must precede theory; a large range of unfamiliar
phenomena must be studied before we can venture to attempt
their formulation into a set of laws.
Foreknowledge, prediction, the seeing of events not yet enacted in
the physical world, presents a great obstacle to our power of
conception. It is evident that here we have to deal with the nature
of time. Coming events cast their shadow before them, it is said; if
we can see the shadow, we may forecast the coming event. But
what is foreseen is not a certainty; it is only a probability of
greater or less degree. Some of the stories of forewarnings show
that the foreseen danger was averted by the precautions taken by

the dreamer or seer. It would seem that the astral time and
physical time do not exactly gear together.
Chapter 13

Concluding Remarks
Students of theosophy, especially those new to the subject, may
find themselves perplexed in seeking a definite idea of the
relation of the astral light to other cosmic principles. There are
several reasons for this. In the first place let it be said that it is not
desirable to expect a too narrow and hard-and-fast definition, for
by striving to do that we narrow down the idea into something
which will fit conveniently into our existing stock of ideas; and
thus we limit the conception. It is necessary therefore for the
student to keep his mind fluid until he has had time to study the
matter from various angles and to relate it to the many collateral
subjects from which it is inseparable. If he fails to do this, he will
find what will seem to be contradictions; that is, his studies will
bring him to statements which do not agree with the too narrow
ideas which he has already formed from his first incomplete
study. The difficulty here is the same as is met with in any other
study; statements which at first appear contradictory are later
found to be merely supplementary.
Again, the term "astral light" itself was borrowed from certain old
philosophers, and has been borrowed many times by one writer
or another, so that its meaning came to be vague and various; as
those who used it were perhaps not very well informed, or each
one used it in a sense of his own. Accordingly, when we read such
a book as H. P. Blavatsky's The Secret Doctrine, we cannot safely
assume that the term is always used in exactly the same sense,
and shall need some judgment to decide in what sense it is being
used at a given time. Sometimes other writers are referred to,

such as Eliphas Levi, and the word may be used in their sense.
Sometimes we find it used as synonymous with akasa, and
sometimes as sharply distinguished therefrom. Such perplexities,
however, will disappear on a more intimate study of The Secret
Doctrine, and no doubt will be left as to the real meaning.
At the present time too we have the advantage of Dr. de
Purucker's works, in which the teachings of The Secret Doctrine
are so clearly analyzed; and it is now possible to give to the term
"astral light" a more precise meaning, which can be regarded as
the accepted meaning. In The Esoteric Tradition, by G. de
Purucker, pages 512 (3rd & rev. ed.) and following, we find a
tabular arrangement of the principles of the universe, of which
the following is a brief summary:
1. The supreme monad or root, from which emanate the other
principles, and called paramatman.
2. Alaya, akasa, the origin of cosmic soul.
3. Mahat, or cosmic mind.
4. Cosmic kama, the desire or impelling force of the universe.
5. Cosmic jiva or vitality.
6. Astral light; cosmic ether.
7. Sthula-sarira; the physical universe.
This then shows astral light as the next cosmic principle above
the plane of our physical universe. It also shows astral light as the
medium through which play the life-forces or "lives," collectively
called cosmic jiva, impelled as these are by cosmic desire. Finally
astral light is a medium connecting cosmic mind with the physical
plane of nature. On pp. 949-50 of the same book we see the
corresponding principles in the human constitution, the place of

astral light being occupied by the linga-sarira.
It is always important to remember that these various cosmic
principles do not actually lie one above the other in layers, but
are interblended. It is often necessary to represent them in a
tabular form for purposes of explanation, but we must avoid
letting that tabular form create a false picture in our mind.
Physical science has made us familiar with the idea of different
states of matter occupying the same space and interpenetrating
one another; and this might be represented by a diagram in
which they were placed one above another.
Furthermore, every septenary division in nature is subdivided,
and subdivided again, on the same septenary plan so that we can
speak of various planes of the astral light and use such
expressions as higher or lower astral light.
We find the following in G. de Purucker's Occult Glossary.
The astral light is with regard to the material realms of the
solar system the copy or reflection of what the akasa is in
the spiritual realms. The astral light is the mother of the
physical, just as the spirit is the mother of the akasa or,
inversely, the physical is merely the concretion of the
astral, just as the akasa is the veil or concretion of the
highest spiritual.
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